And let there be light

An Indonesian off-grid solar PV success story.

+ read more
Emergence of consumer-driven modern food distribution systems

Concomitant change in the structure and operations of FDS is required.

+ read more

Pushing the frontiers of productivity

+ watch

Agricultural Productivity in Asia: Measures and Perspectives 2019

The comprehensive report analyzes agricultural performance and productivity trends with data from 1961 to 2015.

+ read more
Meaning and significance of data analytics for the public sector

It is never too late to start benefiting from data analytics.

+ read more

update

29 JANUARY 2020
Food safety compliance requires understanding regulations

1 JANUARY 2020
Welcoming the 2nd decade of the 21st century

25 DECEMBER 2019
Integrating land-use models into agricultural transformation efforts

project notifications

Nominations are open for the following projects.

20–24 APRIL 2020 (INDIA)
Digital Agribusiness for Women Entrepreneurs

10–12 MAY 2020 (BANGLADESH)
Successful Models of Smart Public Service Delivery

18–22 MAY 2020 (ROK)
Smart Service and Technology for Enhancing Productivity in the Service Sector

>>See more upcoming projects on the APO website.
More courses are available on the eAPO.